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Craigmichen Scar, near Over Phawhope Bothy.



Far Hope

wall drawing in sleeping room
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Far Hope

Andrew Mackenzie

“Hope” is a distinctly eastside term, meaning a valley with a meandering burn. The odd-looking double “Hope” is for a smaller 
side valley off a main valley.” (1.)

“His name was William Laidlaw, but his story-name was Will O’Phaup, Phaup being simply the local version of Far-Hope, the 
name of the farm he took over at the head of Ettrick Valley.” (2.)

Looking around, much of this landscape is man-made. From the centuries-old destruction of the famous Ettrick Forest, hunted by 

kings, “abounding in beasts of chase and birds of prey” (3.), to the grazing, to the death of the last wild wolf (probably early 18th 
c.), to the current forestry plantations, the land has been controlled and it’s commercial potential maximized according to 

demands of necessity and available technology.

I wanted to find something in this landscape which may have looked this way despite human intervention. A couple of miles 

south of the bothy, on the side of Capell Fell, is Craigmichen Scar: “Thin beds of sedimentary rock protrude from the slope. 
Folding, faulting and erosion have riven the hill into high-angled screes and tottering outcrops.” (4.) It is a decaying and 

transforming landscape formed by non-human forces – gravity, weather, water, ice, geological movement, variations in 
temperature. 

I determined then to make a large single-colour wall drawing in the main sleeping room of the bothy, based on Craigmichen
Scar. Over this I would super-impose another contrasting drawing, a simple schematic line-drawing of a fragile, abstracted, man-

made structure. A building, a shelter.

Over this, two words: “Far Hope”.
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